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AND
CLEAR

In the world of satellite communications the correct choice of
antenna is crucial. Frances and Michael Howorth look at what
is on offer and talk to the experts.

I

In the ever changing world of super yachts, perhaps the area
particular satellite communications. This speed of change is if
and more important to carefully look at the hardware installed
matching dome solution and simple user installation.

When it comes to choice of VSAT antennas there is nearly
for commercial vessels providing all the required functions. A
low initial investment and the per MB pricing of the Inmarsat
the increase in functionality and frequency of use.
the quality and service it provides. Bigger antennas give wider
three provide simultaneous voice and data service, have compact
Jan Holmen represents Maritime Network Systems the super

a smaller yacht doing mostly coastal cruising in nice weather,

features, IP Handset interface, matching dome solutions with
the Intellian TVRO systems

Size matters
Stable communication

Communications. He is quick to point out that not every
yacht needs to have a large sized array of domes. He says,

compensate for rolling movement when the antenna is pointing
aft or forward, and if the antenna is pointing sideways, it won’t

the world can opt for a service supplied over KuBand. They
can get away with smaller and therefore less expensive antenna

antennas, like the Seatel USAT and the smaller KVH antennas

Roger Horner heads up the e3 network a yachting specialist

correct choice of antenna is one sure way of helping future proof
selected will work with most of the, over 100 VSAT service
like many of the providers of Satellite capacity will in the

example, that KVH antennas will only work with KVH service.

networks and each have innovative new features and stylish
design domes among their latest additions to their line of
antenna systems.

yachts are early adopters of technology and in this sector of
the marine industry demand is growing more quickly on yachts
than on commercial cargo ships. In the merchant nay the user
is the Captain and the chief engineer and their requirements

crew. In merchant ships crew seldom have access to the Internet
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guests and crew. In merchant ships crew
seldom have access to the Internet while
at sea. In super yachts data demand is
growing

logarithmically

as

streaming

video becomes the standard, with iPlayer
Global and Netflix being in great demand,
and so the supply of data and bandwidth
will increase.

Around the corner
So what lies around the corner? With
4G and 4G LTE is being launched gradually all over the world Robert Horner
of e3 believes, “Recent launch rates for
4G LTE are so low and bandwidth so high
that this is likely to affect the demand
and price for VSAT as 4G LTE services
are likely to be substituted when a yacht
is in-shore.
There are also rumours about a combined 3G or 4G data device that straps a
number of radios together and combines
their data pipes into one providing huge
bandwidth at a low price.
Horner says, “There is the possibility
that an Inmarsat Fleet Broadband yacht
contract may be launched this year
allowing the small antenna to be used
but with a much more flexible contract
providing mid bandwidth services. This is

likely to be what performance sail boats
have been looking for.”
Global Express, which is the new high
bandwidth, small antenna Ka band service from Inmarsat should be in beta test
by the end of 2013.

Stylish design
Antenna systems used on board super
yachts have to offer stylish designed
domes but equally, they must be manufactured and tested to withstand the
vibration and extreme shock in all sea
states and weather conditions. One final
consideration when choosing an antenna
must revolve around service depots. No
matter how good the warranty or indeed
the offer to look after it getting service
some distance from a yachts home port
can be problematic.

Contacts
Intellian www.intelliantech.com
MNS www.maritime-systems.net
Inmarsat www.inmarsat.com
KVH www.kvh.com
Nera www.nera.no
Thrane & Thrane www.tt.dk
e3 www.e3s.com
Global Marine Communications
www.gmcomms.net

Maritime Network Systems SL (MNS)

Maritime Network Systems SL (MNS) provide complete design and refit of Superyacht
electronics systems including; VSAT & satellite TV, entertainment and IT systems.
MNS was established on Mallorca in 2000, and has become the Superyacht division
of the Norwegian GIS group whom specialize in VSAT, telecommunication and
entertainment systems for the offshore oil market, commercial shipping and cruise
industry. MNS distribute the GIS Wavelink VSAT service, Seatel VSAT and TVRO
antennas, and the Lantic Entertainment System, - offering solutions tailor-made to
each customer’s individual needs.
For further details Tel: +34 971 10 56 57 / +47 51 11 33 22 or
web: www.maritime-systems.net

Don’t Forget
the TV Ariel

Super yachts that cross the Atlantic
each summer have sometimes had
to leave their TV reception in Europe
but now, a new dual-band antenna
for global uninterrupted TV coverage including LNB (Low Noise BlockDown Converter) technology, has been
developed by Intellian.
The new dual- band 3-axis s80HD
WorldViewTM TVRO antenna is an
83cm dish WorldView antenna that
simultaneously receives two Ka-band
satellite signals and one Ku-band
signal for DIRECTV North American
programming, enabling all channels
to be watched simultaneously. Additionally, the antenna incorporates the
company’s first dual- band LNB combined with WorldView.
The Intellian Ku-/Ka- band WorldView
Trio LNB with triple feed horn enables
HD and SD TV to be watched anywhere
in the world, particularly suited for
larger yachts.
The unique benefit of this antenna
means that the user will have access
to HD TV in the Mediterranean as well
as when travelling to and from the Caribbean as well as in North America.
The user simply selects a satellite television provider and connects to a satellite receiver, allowing the WorldView
Trio LNB to automatically switch frequency depending on the region the
antenna is operating in. There is no
requirement to purchase multiple
LNB modules, reconfigure complex
systems and manually change an LNB
inside the antenna dome each time
the vessel crosses into a different satellite service region.
The pre-programmed Global Satellite
Library makes it possible for the user
to select their preferred TV satellite
service whilst travelling from region to
region. It also provides information on
location-based satellite availability. An
Intellian App is available for download
to enable users to access their library
and operate their antenna from an
iPhone, iPad or other chosen device.
The Multi-Switch module is included in
the system and provides simple connection to different satellite receivers,
enabling TV viewing on multiple TV
screens. The integrated SWM (Single
Wire Multiswitch) technology makes
installations a lot simpler on larger
yachts with multiple TVs.
The Intellian s80HD WorldView is
easily installed and matches the v80G
VSAT antenna, providing complementary high quality communications and
entertainment on board.
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